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Abstract: The inspiration of this exploration work is to plan a mechanized wheelchair for 
the physically handicapped individuals of both created and creating nations. This structure 
likewise encourages the clients to alter the wheelchair situate vertically as indicated by 
their needs. Despite the fact that numerous plans of programmed wheelchairs are 
distributed in various research works, those are not all that accessible in present market 
that everyday citizens can purchase and utilize it for their own motivation. Next to this, the 
high cost confines the majority of the incapacitated individuals of creating nations like 
Bangladesh from utilizing the robotized wheelchair for their moving. Consequently, A 
microcontroller based inserted framework is intended to control the wheelchair movement 
easily alongside the vertical developments of the seat. Despite what might be expected, the 
cost of the wheelchair won't surpass the monetary scope of general individuals. The 
possibility of this structure is additionally checked through reproduction works. 

Index Terms: Embedded system, Pulley and Belt, Automatic Wheelchair and Vertically 
Adjustable Seat. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The quantity of physically debilitated individuals is expanding quickly lately. Late insights 
demonstrates that around 15% individuals (700 million) of all out total populace are 
physically and rationally crippled[1]. Among them 100 million individuals are physically 
tested. One examination shows that the quantity of physically tested individuals in 
Bangladesh is around 5.6% (8.4 million) of all out populace (Fig.1), while, the real situation 
is substantially more intense. Most of physically tested people of nations like Bangladesh 
either use bolsters or manual wheelchairs for their moving[2]–[9]. Due to physical 
shortcoming, numerous wheelchair clients can't control the wheelchairs appropriately by 
utilizing their hands. In addition robotized wheelchairs are not accessible wherever in 
creating nations and the expense is high as for the financial status of the average citizens. 
Client utilizes the customary programmed wheelchairs need assistance from others and can't 
move the wheelchair situate for their important purposes (appeared in Fig.2). Additionally 
physically feeble clients likewise face issues to grasp joystick for moving the robotized 
wheelchairs. In this situation, this exploration plans to structure a programmed wheelchair 
with a vertically moveable seat to upgrade its offices for the clients[10]. 

II. BACKGROUND 

The fundamental reason for logical research is to encourage each individual through the 
logical developments. Despite the fact that robotized wheelchair is the endowment of present 
day science, the vast majority of the everyday citizens of creating nations don't have its 
entrance as a result of its high cost and less accessibility[11]–[16]. From the most recent 
many years of nineteenth century, analysts had been dealing with this reason. In 1994, Miter 
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Corporation distributed their examination on minimal effort mechanized wheelchair which 
was a hypothetical alteration of manual wheelchair. Their reasonable usage was found in 
1995. Afterward, in the examination of Taslima reza, 2012, EMG sign was utilized for 
controlling the wheelchair, however its functional execution is as yet far to go. The keen 
wheelchair appeared by Trivedi (2013) is a PC amassed wheelchair and such sorts of 
wheelchair is unreasonably costly for the everyday citizens of creating nations. NavChair and 
other joystick controlled wheelchairs are hard for those clients having wrist shortcoming. 
Vision based EOG framework for wheelchair, voice worked wheelchair, voice empowered 
gadget, and signal acknowledgment based wheelchair are not practical yet for the application 
in creating nations. The sign preparing arrangement of these wheelchairs are still in research 
level and the client cooperation of these wheelchairs are difficult to adjust. The plan and 
execution of wheelchair by Humaira salmin is as same as "Tin man" by Miter Corporation. 
As the manual wheelchair is dismantled and after that changed over into robotized 
wheelchair, it is only a power vehicle and there is no alternative for modifying the seat 
tallness. From above investigation it is seen that nobody still feel the need of vertical 
development of wheelchair situate for encouraging clients need. In view of these specialized 
restrictions and financial point of view of creating nations, we present another plan of 
programmed wheelchair[17]. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

The ongoing exploration works of mechanized wheelchairs are for the most part worried 
about control instruments. In spite of the fact that some ease wheelchair ventures are done, no 
new structure is proposed for low generation cost and numerous capacity offices. This 
examination work displays another multifunctional wheelchair which will lessen the 
detachment of computerized wheelchair for the average folks of creating nations. This task 
builds up another structure of wheelchair which can be available to each individuals and a 
novel idea of wheelchair situate development is created with viable possibility through 
reproduction programming. The future work of this exploration can concentrate on 
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connecting more sensors and creating modern control framework that will include more 
opportunity for the debilitated client. 
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